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Info Minister: New broadcasting 
studio one of largest in Mideast

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs
Mohammad Al-Jabri yesterday described the
new television news studio as a modern one
of a unique kind; one of the largest in the
whole Middle East. The new state-of-art stu-
dio is equipped with broadcasting technology
to be specialized for the news sector and
political programs.

During the opening ceremony yesterday,
Al-Jabri said the 750-square meter studio is
considered one of the largest and most mod-
ern in the Middle East and its establishment is
a successful step aligned with the govern-
ment’s media development strategies. The stu-
dio, designed according to artistic and techni-

cal standards of modern media technologies,
will serve the approach for quality profession.

In the first phase of the construction
works, a network of modern gear and equip-
ment was installed. In the second stage, mod-
ern screens were set up and decorations were
conducted. Al-Jabri thanked Muneera Al-
Huwaidi, the Assistant Undersecretary for
Press and Publications, and the ministry’s
leadership along with all who were involved in
executing this project.

Information Ministry’s Assistant
Undersecretary for news and political pro-
grams Adel Al-Azmi assured the new modern
studio would serve the news and political
programs well starting today. The studio was

carefully designed
in a way that
would allow
employees to move
around from one
section to the oth-
er efficiently,
added Al-Azmi. He
also hoped the
opening of the
news studio will be
a good addition to
the sector of
Kuwait’s news broadcasting and political pro-
grams, while also strengthening KTV’s status
among other Arab channels. — KUNA

BEIRUT: KRCS delegation visits the patient in hospital. — KUNA 

BEIRUT: Kuwait Red Crescent Society
(KRCS) has helped cover the expenses
of a kidney transplant performed on a
19-year old Lebanese girl suffering
from acute renal failure, the charity
said yesterday. “Kuwait Red Crescent
is contributing towards funding this
intricate surgical procedure,” KRCS
chairman Dr Hilal Al-Sayer said as he
stood by Bara Abdulhadi’s hospital bed

in the Lebanese capital. The Kuwaiti
charity has helped cover healthcare
expenses for tens of Syrian refugees in
Lebanon, including children wallowing
in chronic ailments, he added, saying
KRCS has grown accustomed to help-
ing out those less fortunate. “Kuwait
Red Crescent was quick to respond
when the girl’s life was in danger,” he
emphasized. — KUNA 

KRCS partially funds kidney 
transplant on Lebanese girl 

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs
Mohammad Al-Jabri  described on
Monday Kuwaiti-Malaysian relations
as strong and framed by a number of
pol i t ical , commercial  and cultural
agreements. This came in a statement
by Al-Jabri during his participation in
the 62nd Malaysian National Day cer-

emony held at the Malaysian embassy
in Kuwait. Al-Jabri stressed on the
strong relat ions between the two
countries that go back to more than
half a century. On this occasion, the
minister conveyed the greetings of the
Kuwaiti leadership to the people of
Malaysia, hoping for more prosperity
and development. — KUNA 

Al-Jabri: We have strong 
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